
6/17/2019 Softball Coach of the Week – Robert Clayman 
 

 
Softball Coach of the Week:   
Robert Clayman is the head coach of the 12U Junior 
Arizona State Sun Devils and is the Assistant Coach of 
the 12U Storm.  
 
When did you know you wanted to coach at SSYS?  
How long have you been coaching? 
I started coaching youth sports right out of 
college.  When we moved to Sandy Springs, I started 
looking for a softball league for my daughter to join.  I 
knew I wanted to coach her team, so I reached out to 
one of the current coaches and asked if I could 
help.  That was 6 years ago. 
 
What do you enjoy most about coaching? 
Building confidence in the kids.  Seeing things in them 
that they don’t see in themselves and try to get them to 
achieve something that they don't know is possible. 
 

How do you go about motivating your players?    
Each kid is different, so it is really figuring out what motivates that specific kid and then push those 
buttons to get them going in the right direction.  If I can’t figure out what motivates them, my fall back 
is yelling J. 
 
What skills/characteristics do you look for in your players? 
I like players that aren’t afraid to get dirty. 
 
What is the biggest challenge you've had as a coach and how did you overcome it?  
Probably balancing the desire to win vs not worrying about the result and focus on the process.  I’ve 
learned over the years that if you emphasize the right things in practice and do the right things during 
the games, you give yourself the best chance of playing to your potential.  If you can do that, then 
wins and losses don’t really matter…but more often than not, you will be on the right side of the 
scoreboard. 
 
What advice would you give to new coaches?  
Come to practice prepared with a plan.  It is not what you say or do in practice that sticks…it is what 
you emphasize.  So make sure you emphasize the right things. 
 
When not rooting for your SSYS team, who is your favorite school/sport team and/or players?  
I root for UGA, Braves, Falcons, Hawks 
 
What has been your most memorable SSYS moment?  
Watching my daughter and son grow up at the park. 
 
When you are not at the fields, what do you enjoy doing most?  
I enjoy spending time with my wife (Tammy) and kids (Maya and Jordan).  I also enjoy coaching and 
playing basketball and eating hot wings. 
 


